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SOLENOID VALVE COVERS
For installations where the solenoid valve is installed between a wall outlet and a shower rose
two types of decorative covers are available. One is a small plastic housing and the other a
larger stainless steel cover. The relative difference is that the smaller plastic housing requires
the solenoid valve to be mounted with its protruding side facing downwards, whereas the
stainless steel cover allows the valve to be mounted in any orientation.
Also, the plastic housing only has a mounting collar 36mm diameter and if the shower
attachment pipe has a larger base it may overlap this area. The stainless cover being larger
and circular will accommodate any size of shower pipe base area. The choice of cover is
likely to be a balance between aesthetics and simplicity. Stainless steel covers have been
the traditional method used but the recently released plastic housing seem set to become the
industry standard.
						 Plastic Solenoid Cover
						
Model PSC B (beige)
						
Model PSC W (white)

						 Covers come in beige or white
						

both with a dark brown and yellow lable

Included with the plastic housing are 4 different height plastic collars which allow the gap
(housing to the shower rose piping) to be packed and ensure that the plastic housing is firmly
held in place. Also included are large stainless washers that even allow internal packing
between the solenoid valve and the moulded plastic.
									Stainless Steel Solenoid Cover
									Model SS SC
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